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Outline

1. Remind about the results of a neutrino interactions in 
the air.

2. Results for the joint neutrino interactions in the air and 
walls.

3. Investigation of the liquid scintillator impact in the 
reducing of the background HNL candidates. 

4. Investigation of the mass reconstruction  potential.
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Neutrino interactions
 in the air

1. Neutrino interactions were considered only inside the hidden 
sector volume:

2. Air was put everywhere in the cavern instead of vacuum.

3. Off-line selection was applied including consideration of hits 
from veto systems and without for fully and partially 
reconstructed events. 

fashback
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Neutrino interactions
 in the air

Remaining background after the applying of the off-line 
selection

fashback

Additionally, using of the PID allow us to suppress the background from the partially reconstructed 
candidates. Look at:
https://indico.cern.ch/event/508465/contributions/2166905/attachments/1290542/1921940/neutrin
oBG_SHiP_collaboration_meeting.pdf

https://indico.cern.ch/event/508465/contributions/2166938/attachments/1290735/1922530/ShipCol
laboration_8th_Behzad_v2.pdf

https://indico.cern.ch/event/508465/contributions/2166905/attachments/1290542/1921940/neutrinoBG_SHiP_collaboration_meeting.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/508465/contributions/2166905/attachments/1290542/1921940/neutrinoBG_SHiP_collaboration_meeting.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/508465/contributions/2166938/attachments/1290735/1922530/ShipCollaboration_8th_Behzad_v2.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/508465/contributions/2166938/attachments/1290735/1922530/ShipCollaboration_8th_Behzad_v2.pdf
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Total neutrino interactions

Total value of neutrino interactions in the air and walls 
was looked at.

 for fully reconstructed events using Veto systems

for fully reconstructed events without Veto systems

Number of simulated HNL 
candidates

Number of HNL candidates 
in 5 years

0 0

Number of simulated HNL 
candidates

Number of HNL candidates 
in 5 years

0 0
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Total neutrino interactions

Total value of neutrino interactions in the air and walls 
was looked at.

 for partially reconstructed events using Veto systems

 for partially reconstructed events without Veto systems

Number of simulated HNL 
candidates

Number of HNL candidates 
in 5 years

2 8.6

Number of simulated HNL 
candidates

Number of HNL candidates 
in 5 years

195 943
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Total neutrino interactions

What if we will keep looking on the veto station, but 
will forget about LiSci hits? 

Are these fake HNL were caused by interactions in 
the walls or in the air?

Number of simulated HNL 
candidates

Number of HNL candidates in 5 
years

58 284

Interaction in the wall Interaction in the air

0 58
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Total neutrino interactions
Let’s check which particles are reconstructed as 
daughters of the fake 56 partially reconstructed HNLs:

26 Not compatible with any HNL final state

   30 Compatible with final state of HNL

23       7 Compatible with partially      
                                    reconstructed final state of HNL

Compatible with fully                            
                                 reconstructed final state of HNL
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Total neutrino interactions
Checked which particles are reconstructed as daughters 
of the fake 58 HNLs:

28 don’t look like any HNL decay channel

30 look like one of the HNL channels

23 7 look like partially reconstructed 
channel

Look like fully reconstructed channel
 

But we reject fully reconstructed HNL candidates with 
impact parameter higher then 10 cm
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Total neutrino interactions
Checked which particles are reconstructed as daughters 
of the fake 58 HNLs:

28 don’t look like any HNL decay channel

30 look like one of the HNL channels

23 7 look like partially reconstructed 
channel

Look like fully reconstructed channel
 

But we reject fully reconstructed HNL candidates with 
impact parameter higher then 10 cmBackground HNL candidates produced by 

neutrino interactions in walls and an air after the 
off-line selection without considering of the LiSci 

in the assumption of the 100% PID efficiency 

in 5 years 32
In case of He 4
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Veto cut improvement

Concern: Background muons which were not 
swept away from the decay volume will cause a 
signal in the LiSci  which has nothing to do with 
our HNL candidate?  What if we use an 
information about activity in the liquid scintillator 
means that we will reject possibly good 
candidates?

Enhance procedure of the consideration of the 
deposited energy in the LiSci based on the 
vertex position?
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Veto cut improvement
Correlation between 
the Z-positions of the 
reconstructed vertex 
and its closest hit.

Looks like we can 
mitigate the rejection 
of the event based on 
the any signal in the 
LiSci. Instead of it, 
we can try to look on 
the detector respond 
only around the 
vertex in Z. 

*! we look at the events 
which were possible to 
reject only with LiSci

Z
vertex

,cm

Z
hi

t,c
m
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Energy threshold for a signal 

E
depos

,GeVE
depos

,GeV
*! we look at the events 
which were possible to 
reject only with LiSci

Deposited energy 
in the all LiSci per 
bin for all events

Maximum 
deposited 
energy in the 
bin per event
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Energy threshold for a signal 

E
depos

,GeV
E

depos
,GeV

*! we look at the events 
which were possible to 
reject only with LiSci

Deposited energy 
in the all LiSci per 
bin for all events

Maximum 
deposited 
energy in the 
bin per event

E
depos

,GeV
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Mass of partially reco events

Attempt to reconstruct mass of the partially reconstructed 
events using jacobian peak method (was used for the 
reconstruction of the W mass ):

Jacobian peak method can be used to reconstruct mass of the particle even with one 
missed daughter.

http://www.physi.uni-heidelberg.de/~uwer/lectures/ParticlePhysics/Vorlesung/Lect-8a.pdf
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Mass of partially reco events

P
T
,GeV

P
T
 distribution of the detected 

daughters for the channel

HNL → μ μ ν

It does not give us a sharp peak 

The shape of the P
T 

distribution is different due 
to the third particle
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Summary
TP configuration but with an air in the cave instead of vacuum 
was tested with a neutrino sample. 
No fully reconstructed HNL candidates were found after 
applying of the off-line selection for both cases : using veto 
systems and not.
 8,6 (He: ~ 1,1) partially reconstructed HNL candidates in 5 
years of running were found using veto systems.
943 (He: ~118) partially reconstructed HNL candidates in 5 
years of running were found without using veto systems.
32 (He: ~4) partially reconstructed HNL candidates in 5 years 
of running were found with using only straw veto, as veto 
system and in assumption of the 100% PID efficiency.
 We do not have any evidence of the background from the 
walls but we need about a factor 10 more statistics, as we 
have <11 events at 90% CL
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Next plans
Check the number of neutrino background HNL 
candidates for the configuration with a conical 
square vessel.
Generate bigger data sample to investigate better 
the background for the fully reconstructed events.
Check PID in collaboration with Walter and Behzad.
Implement the veto rejection based on the vertex 
position.
Check the maximum allowed energy threshold for 
the signal in LiSci to reject neutrino background for 
the conical geometry.
Check the minimum energy threshold for the signal 
in LiSci which allow us to ignore muons which hit 
the SBT.  
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